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Stylish knitwear with a timeless appeal! Big city style meets classic design in this gorgeous guide for

the contemporary crafter! Inspired by 20th century architectural elements, Urban Knit Collection

offers 18 DIY projects for women and men with a decidedly metropolitan vibe. From Art Deco- and

stained glass-inspired sweaters to the beaded Ritz Cowl and Skyscraper Hat, author Kyle

Kunnecke&#39;s innovative designs evoke the beauty of a cityscape in runway-worthy knits that

you can customize to reflect your personal style. Written for would-be and longtime knitters alike,

Kyle&#39;s detailed patterns include tutorials on a variety of construction and finishing techniques,

from locking floats and knitting on round needles to reading charts and choosing yarn. Whether your

style is uptown, downtown, or somewhere in between, Urban Knit Collection has you covered!
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It has been a long time since I have seen a knitting book as engaging as this one. For me, this book

touches on all the things I want to know. Design inspiration and technique are very important to me.

I want to know the why as well as the what involved in the development of each piece. This book

delivers. The designs are beautifully executed. The photography is excellent. I like the designer's

honest approach to the more advanced designs. These will take time to make,but it will be worth it.

How often do we hear that in this speedy world? I have not yet had the opportunity to knit anything

in this book. I fully intend to. But even if I never do, I will find this book a superb source of

inspiration.

I pre ordered this book because I love the graphic designs. I have made one hat so far as a "warm



up" to review locking strands in fairisle. I am pleased with my hat and plan to make a sweater next.

However, I notice on another site that the digital version is included in the purchase for the same

price. I would like to be able to enlarge the graphs by digital download instead of having to scan a

design and then enlarge it to make the graph easier to follow as my eyesight is compromised by

age.

I just got my copy of Urban Knits and it is spectacular. I can't remember the last book I bought with

so many patterns I can't wait to knit. These aren't easy, overnight knits, but they are well worth an

effort and, for more advanced knitters, they will provide inspiration and a more interesting knit.I

won't show up as a verified purchase because this was a gift.
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